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Package Tour Ratchaprapa Dam One day trip 
08.00 We will meet at Hotel and take you to Ratchaprapa Dam by the van. During the way our guide will 

provide your information. 
09.30 We are arrive Ratchaprapa Saddle Dam (Guilin Thailand). You will enjoy the view and scenery of 

the dam. 
10.00 We will bring you to floating resort by long-tail boat. 
10.30 On the way to floating resort, you will meet passion experiences and enjoy with 

the beautiful scenery while passing through Limestone Mountain that set along 
the way. A beautiful and surreal place that is often linked to the incredible 

“Guilin’’ landscape in the south of China. 
12.00 After spent time to touch the fresh water during the way, we will serve lunch with the local Thai food 

by local cooker at floating resort restaurant with easy and natural atmosphere. 
13.00 After enjoyed our delicious lunch, enjoy with your relaxing time, you can swimming, Kayaking or 

reading a book among the most luxury emerald lagoon. We provide luxury resort. You can spend time and find new 
experience with a nature all the trip.   

15.00 After relaxing we will take you back to the pier with a wonderful memory of nature and impressive 
experiences. 

16.00 We will take you to the wonderful mountain we’ll call Heart rock mountain. In front of the Heart rock 
mountain we will take you to Hanging Bridge. After that you have the time to shopping the local souvenir. 

18.00 After shopping, we will take you back to your accommodation with the impressive memory.  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: The program can be change as appropriate. We reserve the right to change without notice. 
Price of tour:  Group 7 people = one person / 2,400 THB…   Group 8 people = one person / 2,200 THB…    Group 9 people= one person / 2,100 THB 
Tour Includes: 

 - Transportation with transfer all the trip 
-  Guide for take care all the trip 
-  Long-tale boat service 
-  Lunch at floating restaurant 
-  Travel accident insurance  
-  Refreshment service on the van 

 

Tour not includes: 
- Not include  a fee for visiting national park 

- Not include any private expense 

- Not include expense for visiting or any service beside 

identify  in the tour program  

- Not include tip for a guide and driver 

- This price does not include VAT 7% and withholding 

income tax return 3% 

Term of reservation : Pay up after your reservation in 2 days  
 


